
FOREVER Photo Restoration and Colorization presents an exhilarating opportunity to captivate 
and attract a fresh wave of paying clientele. It’s a fact that nearly everyone possesses a 
cherished vintage family photograph, weathered and worn by the passage of time.

Submitting images is simple. Clients can either include them in their FOREVER Digitization 
Box to be digitized along with the rest of their order as an “Add On” service, or they can send 
their digital photos to us directly using our Digital Delivery service — including photos already 
in their FOREVER account. Whichever way they prefer, we can help. Upon completion, they 
will receive a restored digital copy. 

CHOOSE THE OPPORTUNITY THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS

Help Your Client Revive Cherished  
Memories of the Past, Today

P H O T O  R E S T O R AT I O N

Have a physical photo  
that needs to be restored?

Have a digital photo  
that needs to be restored?

FOREVER Digitization Box “Add On” Digital Delivery

Send it to us when you fill your FOREVER Box! Purchase Restoration in our store and send it to us 
via email.

We will digitize your photo using our high-resolution 
equipment.

We recommend digitizing your photo with at least 
300 dpi and saving as a .jpg.  But we will work with 
whatever you send us.

Receive your original and your restored digital 
photos in your FOREVER Digitization Center.

Receive your original and your restored digital 
photos in your FOREVER Account.

Typical turn-around time: 6-8 WEEKS. Typical turn-around time: 2-5 DAYS.

Review and approval. Review and approval.

We encourage you to take advantage 
of this exciting new service. Every 
photo holds a unique story, and we 
treat each restoration project with the 
utmost care and attention to detail. 
Our goal is to not only restore your 
client’s photos but also preserve the 
emotions and memories they hold.
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